
PROS AND CONS OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISM ESSAY

Free Essay: INTRODUCTION Tourism is the fastest growing industry and the fastest growing of it is ecotourism.
According to the world travel.

Even when tourists behave responsibly, their sheer number can cause damage. London, England, with  Cheap
air travel has made it much easier for lots of people to travel to different parts of the world. Firstly, the
excessive building needed by tourism industry could destroy natural habitats and even may result in the
extinction of many animals and plants. It promotes international connections which can bring more business
and cultural collaborations in the long term. But do we know what tourism is. Transporting, providing places
to stay, feeding, entertaining, policing, and cleaning up after that many additional people is not a simple or
straightforward task. On the other hand, if GDP gross domestic product rose in some countries, it occasionally
makes the price of goods, service, and housing increase significantly. When huge numbers of people visit,
they invariably burden the transportation system and contribute to pollutionâ€”locally and globally. In
addition, the countries having a good system and impressive view of their tourism also can bring an asset for
their development. For countries like Australia, it has become one of the major contributing sectors in the
economy generating large proportions of the national income and at the same time increase employment
opportunities Tourists often lack respect for local traditions and culture, refuse to follow local dress standards,
get drunk in public, or behave rudely or inappropriately towards locals. Imbalanced Funding. At the same
time, there is concern about its impact on local inhabitants and the environment. When tourists don't
understand or respect local culture and traditions, culture clashes result. Secondly, when foreign travellers
come to a country, they will spend their money for various activities. They certainly do not want to loss
anymore. From a cultural perspective, tourism may affect local cultures negatively. Some estimate that cruise
ships to the Caribbean create over 70, tons of annual waste. Distribution network i. Moreover, it can transfer
more income to that country. To begin with, the tourist trade is vital for some economies. The
commercialization of culture can undermine the soul of a tourist destination. Tourism has become a major
source of governmental income, employment, community development, wildlife preservation, and ultimately
the rise in GDP of these countries. As a result, international tourism improves the standard of living in some
local areas. Source Economic Pros and Cons of Tourism Benefits Detriments Tourism-generated income can
be hugely beneficial both private and public concerns. Essay about The Pros and Cons of Hosting the
Olympics - With over two hundred countries participating, the Olympic Games is easily considered as one of
the largest multisport event known to history. Foreign developers seeking cheap labor and natural resources on
untouched lands are exploiting cultures that have survived for centuries on their own. Moreover, tourism
income may help conserve the natural landscape, wildlife and cultural heritages. Depletion of Natural
Resources. One of the crucial effects is investment that gives a positive influence on economic development.
Every year, about a billion tourists take trips: That makes 30 tourists arriving every second. Born in the UK,
he currently lives in Florida. As an example, we will use a topic of tourism in modern world. Seoul, South
Korea, with 9.


